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SENT:
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ARST
By W. Joseph Campbell
This article challenges as improbable one of American journalism's bestknown anecdotes, the purported telegraphic exchange in 1897 between
Frederic S. Remington and William Randolph Hearst in which Hearst
supposedly vuwed, "I'll furnish the war." The article discusses several
reasons why it is exceedingly unlikely the exchange ever took place,
including: The supposed reply is at odds with the editorial stance of
Hearst's New York Journal in early 1897, and the account is not
supported by the contemporaneous record of Remington's assignment to
Cuba, from where he is said to have initiated the often-quoted exchange
with Hearst.

"'W.R. Hearst, N m YorkJournal,N.Y.:
"'Everything is quiet.There is no trouble here. There will be no war. I
wish to return.
'''Remington."'
"'Remington, Havana:
"'Please remain. You furnish the pictures, and I'll furnish the war.
"'W.R. Hearst.""
The purported exchangeof telegramsin January 1897between Frederic
S. Remingtonand William Randolph Hearst ranks undeniably as "one of the
most famous stories in American journalism."2 It has been called Hearst's
"most quoted single ~tterance."~
It is often cited by both journalists4and
mass communication scholars? And it serves as compelling evidence about
how the yellow press, led by Hearst's N m York Journal,forced the United
States into war with Spain in 1898.
The supposed exchange suggests not only reckless arrogance by
Hearst but also speaks to the powerful potential effects of the news media.
That, indeed, was the intent of James Creelman, the sole original source for
the anecdote.6In disclosing the supposed exchange in his book of reminiscences, On the Great Highway, Creelman maintained that the telegrams
suggested the power and the foresight of yellow journalism. "Some time
before the destruction of the battleship Maine in the harbor of Havana,"
W. Joseph Campbell,a former newspaper and wire service reporter, i s an assistant
professor at American University's School of Communication.
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Creelman wrote7 “the New YorkJournal sent Frederic Remington, the distinguished artist, to Cuba. He was instructed to remain there until the war
began; for ‘yellow journalism’ was alert and had an eye for the future.”
Creelman then recounted-without attribution or supporting detail-the
purported exchange of telegrams and added: ”The proprietor of the Journal
was as good as his word,” in bringing about the war with Spain!
While some historians have expressed doubt that such an exchange
ever took place? the literature reveals no concerted effort to assess the likely
veracity of the account.1° This article, then, reviews the context and key
evidence associated with the purported exchange and concludes that it is
exceedinglyunlikely such messageswere ever sent.The reasons for doubting
or disputing the exchange are many and go beyond Hearst’s somewhat
belated denial,” go beyond the absence of documentation supporting
Creelman’s account, and go beyond the fact that the telegrams Creelman
described have never surfaced. These reasons-drawn from an extensive
review of papers of Creelman, Hearst, Remington, and others-include:
Creelman at the time of the exchange was in Europe, as
the Journal’s ”special commissioner,” or correspondent, on the
Continent.As such, Creelman could only have learned about the
supposed exchange secondhand.
The contents of the purported telegrams bear little correlation to events in Cuba in early 1897.Specifically,the passages
“there will be no war” and “I’ll furnish the war” are at odds with
the fierce and devastating conflict in Cuba that had begun in
February 1895 and had forced Spain to send 200,000 soldiers to
the island.
Hearst’s supposed reply to Remington runs counter to
the Journal’s editorial positions in January 1897.The newspaper
in editorialsat that time expected the collapseof the Spanishwar
effort and resulting independence for Cuban insurgents. The
Journal was neither anticipatingnor campaigning for US.military intervention to end the conflict.
It is improbable that such an exchange of telegrams
would have been cleared by Spanish censors in Havana. So strict
were the censors that dispatchesfrom American correspondents
reporting the war in Cuba often were taken by ship to Florida
and transmitted from there.
The pithy epigram of the purported reply to Remington
seems uncharacteristic of Hearst’s telegrams. While not voluble
or rambling in such messages, Hearst often offered specific
suggestionsand instructionsin telegrams to his representatives
assigned to important tasks and missions. It is thus likely that if
Hearst had exchanged telegrams with Remington in January
1897, his messages would have contained explicit instructions
and suggestions.
The contemporaneouscorrespondenceof Richard Harding
Davis-the war correspondentwith whom Remington traveled
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on the assignmentto Cuba-containsno referenceto Remington’s
wanting to leave because ”there will be no war.” Rather, Davis
in his letters gave several other reasons for Remington’s departure, including the artist’s reluctance to travel through Spanish
lines to reach the Cuban insurgents. Davis also said in his
correspondence that he asked Remington to leave because the
presence of the artist impeded his reporting.
Had there been such an exchange,Remington was clearly
insubordinate and, as such, risked Hearst’s displeasure. Despite
Hearst’s supposed instruction to stay, Remington left Cuba for
New York in mid-January 1897. The Journal subsequently gave
considerable prominence to Remington’s sketches-arguably
not the kind of response Hearst would have made or permitted
in the face of outright insubordination.

Each of the foregoing reasons for disputing the purported RemingtonHearst exchange will be reviewed in some detail. But first, it is vital to
consider the context in which the exchange supposedly took place. Briefly,
Hearst in late 1896hired Remingtonand Davis to travel to Cuba to spend time
with the rebel forces,’* whose insurrection by then had spread across much
of the i~1and.l~
Spain had responded to the rebellion by sending to Cuba
200,000 soldiers. Their commander in 1896 and 1897 was Captain General
ValerianoWeyler y Nicolau,who insisted that ”war should be answered with
war.“14
Perhaps the most severe and controversial of Weyler’s tactics was
ordering much of Cuba’s rural population into ”reconcentrationcamps” in
an attempt to deny the insurgents support from the countryside. Tens of
thousands of Cuban non-combatants were thus crowded into the urban
camps and many of them died from disease and maln~triti0n.l~
Beyond the
camps, the conflict produced horrors of its own.16 Reports of atrocities on
both sides were not uncommon and not always exaggerated.By late 1896,the
war had left “a stillness . . . over vast expenses of the Cuban countryside.”17
A stalemate had thus taken hold by the time Remington and Davis set out
for Cuba: The Spanish controlled the cities; the insurgents ruled the countryside.
The plans were for Remington and Davis to travel from Key West to
Cuba aboard Hearst’s yacht, the Vamoose,and make their way surreptitiously
to the camp of one of the insurgency’s commanding generals, MBximo
G6mez. “We will stay a month with him[,] the yacht calling for copy and
sketches once a week and finally for us in a month,” Davis wrote in a letter
to his mother.ls Reaching Cuba proved frustratingly difficult, however.
Inclement weather, the yacht’s suspect seaworthiness, and the crew’s reluctance to attempt a landing in Cuba all conspired to keep Remington and Davis
in Key West for three weeks.
Davis fumed about the delay. ”The Vamoose is the fastest thing afloat
and the slowest thing to get started I ever saw,” he wrote in a letter to his
family on Christmas Day 1896. ”In fact, the engineer wanted to spend
Christmas on shore so he is delaying the game for that.”19Waiting, Davis
wrote 2January 1897, ”is all we do and that’s my life at Key West. I get up and
half dress and take a plunge in the bay and then dress fully and have a greasy
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breakfast and then light a huge Key West cigar. . .and sit on the hotel porch
... .Nothing happens after that except getting one’s boots polished.”2oShortcircuiting the assignment and returning to New York was considered, but
rejected. Remington was inclined but, Davis wrote, “gave up the idea of
returning as soon as he found I would not do so.”21
Finally, they booked passage on a passenger steamer to Havana,
arriving 9 January 1897.= The next day they met Weyler, the Spanish
military leader in Cuba, who granted ”permissionto travel over the island.”23
By 15January 1897, Remington had parted with Davis and was on his way
back to New York. On 24 January, the Journal began publishing his sketches
and brief descriptions about the Cuban rebellion. Davis‘s reports trickled in
later.

Creelman, the
Anecdote’s
Sole Source,
wus in E~~~~~
in Early 1897
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The first account of the purported telegraphic exchange appeared
more than four vears later in Creelman’s On the Great Hkhwaw,
uublished in
”
1901. Creelman’dws not in that account, nor in the version he wrote for
Pearson’s magazine in 1906F4describe how or when he learned about the
supposed Remington-Hearst exchange. In any case, it had to have been
second-hand because Creelman was in Europe in early 1897, as the Journal‘s
”specialcommissioner”on the Continent.25He reported in the winter of 1897
from Madrid on Spain’s strugglingand increasinglycostly effort to prosecute
the war in Cuba. Creelman also reported from Paris and Rome.
Creelman’s dispatchesoften contained little or no attribution and few
named sources-not unlike those of many of his contemporaries and not
unlike his account of the purported exchange of telegrams.26Creelman’s
reports, moreover, were characterizedby an extravagant,breathless quality.
Extraordinary conspiracies figured in his dispatches to the Journal in early
1897.In one, he described a “hidden deal“ between the outgoing administration of President Grover Cleveland and Spanish authorities to help thwart
the Cuban insurgency. “It has taken me many days to trace out the astounding dealings of President Cleveland and his Administrationwith the Spanish
monarchy, but I am now in a position to give the American public some light
on the subject,” Creelman asserted in a dispatch published in the Journal on
New Year’s Day 1897?7 At the heart of this supposed conspiracy was
Cleveland’s refusal “to recognize the Independence of the Cuban Governmentor the belligerency of its arms, and at the same time calmly absolv[ing]
Spainfromallits responsibilityfor the protectionof Americanproperty inthe
island,” Creelman wrote.%
Later that winter, he reported from Paris that he had uncovered plans
by Spain and other European powers to array themselves against the United
States. ”Withinan hour,” he wrote in February 1897, “I have learned impressive details of the Spanish conspiracy to form a league of European govemments against the United States.”29Needless to say, such a ”league” never
took shape. Nor could it have, given the diverse interests among the European powers, their reluctance to “risk the wrath of the United States,” and
Spain‘s pursuit of a foreign policy that had generally ignored the rest of
Europe.30
Creelman’s fondness for hyperbole, his reluctance or disinclinationto
cite sources, and his failure to explain how he learned about the purported
Remington-Hearst exchange all serve to undercut the believability of his
account about the telegrams?I
1.1
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The content of the purported exchangein particular, Hearst’s sup- Content
posed vow to ”furnishthe war”-bears little correlation to events in Cuba at of Telegrams
the time or to coverage of those events by New York newspapers. It simply
would have been incongruousfor Hearst to have promised to ”furnish a war Is a t Odds
because he knew quite well that war had been waged in Cuba since early with Condi1895. Indeed, the ongoing war was the very reason Hearst sent Remington
tions in Cuba
and Davis to Cuba.
The war also commanded the attention of Congress in late 1896. As
Remington and Davis prepared to go to Cuba, the US.Senate was considering a resolution encouraging the lame duck Cleveland Administration to
“use its friendly offices with the government of Spain to bring to a close the
war between Spain and Cuba.”32
Moreover, the Journal and its rival newspapers in New York City
routinely described the Cuban insurgency as a ”war,” and they gave prominence to reports about the fighting, low intensity though it often ~ a s . 3 ~
When Remingtonreturned from Cuba, for example, theJoumal reported that
he had brought ”fromthe sceneof the war.. .a sketchbook full of illustrations
of characters, scenes and incidents,which are making the insurrectionon the
island so interesting to Americans.”34
The New York Sun in early 1897 referred often to an ongoing ”war of
extermination”35in Cuba. Like the Journal, the Sun assailed Weyler as a
”Spanishsavage”who ”hasmade the island a place of slaughter....The story
of his deeds is such a one as mankind has not before heard for generations.”36
The New York Tribune invoked similarities between the Cuban insurrection
and the American Rev0lution,3~
a not uncommon theme at the time. Even the
New York Herald, a voice advocating diplomatic resolution to the Cuban
insurrection, referred in January 1897 to the “destructive conflict in which
neither side is able to vanquish the other by force.”38
Davis was under no illusions, either, about the situation in Cuba.
“There is war here and no mistake,” he wrote in a letter from Cuba in midJanuary 1897,describingWeyler’s reconcentrationpolicy, “and all the people
in the field have been ordered in to the fortified towns where they are starving
and dying of disease.”39Davis later compiled his dispatches from Cuba in a
volume published late in 1897. The book was illustrated by Remington’s
sketches and was titled Cuba In War
Editorials in Hearst’sJournal in early 1897expressed and reiterated the
view that the Cuban rebels would ultimately defeat Spain in Cuba. At the
time, the Journal’s editorials about Cuba were not bellicose; the newspaper
was not campaigning for US. military intervention to end the
Rather, the editorials reflected a view that Spain was unable to sustain much
longeritswar effort in Cuba.As such,Hearst’s purported reply to Remington”I’ll furnish the war”-is inconsistentwith the editorial stance of his newspaper.
Moreover, the Journal’s editorial position vis-a-vis Cuba in January
1897 was clearly based on, and influenced by, Creelman’s reporting from
Madrid. Notably, on 4January 1897, the Journal assessed “the state of Spain”
in an editorial and declared that the “newsfurnished by the Journal’s special
commissioner to Madrid demonstrates that Spain is hardly able to prolong
much longer the strugglewith its lost colony, to say nothing of undertaking
to give battle to a nation vastly its superior.”The editorial added: ”Not even
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the rigidness of Weyler’s censorship at Havana has prevented the news of his
complete failure from reaching the mother ~ ~ u n t r y . ’ ’ ~ ~
At the end of January, a Journal editorial said the rebels needed only to
persevere to prevail: ”They must now know that it is but a little more battle
and struggle to win, even without the help of the great Republicwhere dearth
of action matched verbal exuberance of sympathy. . . .Whatever disposition
Spainmay now display, it will be belated wisdom.Shehas practicallyalready
lost her magnificent colony. . . .Cuba Libre will speedily cease to be a mirage
if the Cubans continue loyal to their own honor and duty, and that but a little
longer.”43

Censors

It is improbable that Spanish censors in Havana-the bane of American correspondentsreporting about the insurgency-would have cleared the
Remington-Hearstexchange.44 A Journal correspondent sent to Cuba in 1896
BeenUnZikezy later described how his counterparts were “broken-hearted to find “how
to Clear the ruthlessly [their] stories had been slaughtered” by the censors in Havana.&
The U.S.consul-general in Havana, Fitzhugh Lee, wrote in February 1897
~~l~~~~~
that the ”Spanish censor permits nothing to go out except formally to Spain
and whenever you see a dispatch in newspapers dated Habana it is shaped
to pass the censor.”46Indeed, censorship in Cuba was “so strict that even
routine dispatches had to be smuggled out of the country by boat and filed
from Florida.”47Correspondents also sent reports from Cuba through the
consul-general‘sdiplomatic pouch.&
The prospect of severe censorship was precisely why Remington and
Davis planned to enter Cuba illicitly, to be infiltrated by Hearst’s Vamoose!g
as Davis noted in letters to his mother and his family, the plan was that the
yacht would retrieve Davis’s reports from Cuba and take them to Key West,
thus avoiding the censors in Havana.
Even if the censors had cleared the purported Remington-Hearst
exchange?O the Spanish captain general in Cuba-regularly assailed in the
Journal and other New York newspapers as “the butcher” Weylesl-surely
would have seized on the telegrams as evidence of flagrantmeddling. Avow
from a leading Americannewspaper publisher to ”furnishthe war” certainly
would not have been a message that Weyler would have ignored--especially
in light of the hospitality he had extended Remington and Davis in Havana.
The general, in fact, could have been expected to exploit Hearst’s message for
its obvious propaganda value to the beleaguered Spanish war effort.
Intercepting and publicizing the telegrams undoubtedly would have
helped Weyler justify his policy of expelling or jailing American reporters
who communicated with, or spent time among, the insurgent
Indeed, as early as the first months of the Cuban revolt in 1895, a Cuban-born
American correspondentfor the New York World was jailed briefly on charges
of aiding the
AJournal reporter, Charles Michelson,was arrested in
western Cuba and jailed ten days in 1896.%A few weeks after Remington and
Davis arrived in Cuba, Sylvester Scovel of the World, who had spent time in
January with the insurgents, was arrested on charges that included traveling
without a military pass and communicating with the enemy.55Scovel was
released after about a month in jail-and after the World campaigned vigorously for his freedom.56
So the risks facingAmerican correspondentscovering the war in Cuba
were well-known. Hearst, by planning to use the Vamooseto take Remington
and Davis to Cuba, had seized upon a way of skirting Weyler’s restrictions

Would Have
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on newsgathering. His sending a sensitive and combative message into the
teeth of rigorous Spanishcensorshipwould therefore have been inconsistent,
reckless, and quite likely dangerous for his correspondents.
The pithy epigram of the purported reply to Remington seems uncharacteristic of Hearst’s telegrams of the time. While not necessarily expansive
or wordy in such messages, Hearst often included suggestions and instructions in telegrams to those whom he had assigned important tasks or
missions. For example, Hearst’s numerous telegrams to Creelman in Europe
during the weeks before the Spanish-AmericanWar in 1898were repletewith
instructions about coverage from the Continent. Those messages make it
quite clear that Hearst was an engaged editor, closely managing one of his
valued correspondents.
In the immediate aftermath of the destruction of the U.S. warship
Maine in Havana harbor in February 1898, Hearst instructed Creelman,
then in London, to ”hold an interview story that Creelman had evidently
planned for the upcoming Sunday because ”all interest now centered in
Maine.” Hearst also informed Creelman that the rival World and Herald were
“printing good foreign interview^."^^ In a separate message, Hearst urged
Creelmanto prod the Journal’scorrespondentsin Europe, informinghim, for
example, that “Madrid seems [to be] doing nothing. Herald has fine cable on
~~
attitude of Weyler. Maine is great thing. Arouse e v e r y b ~ d y . ”Hearst’s
deepening displeasure with reporting from Madrid prompted another cable
to Creelman:”Stirup Madrid. World has cabled man there to get from Spanish
government statementwhether mines in Havana harbor. Should have something offset this.”59Finally, Hearst instructed Creelman to ”proceed [to]
Madrid immediately. Get big interviews on situation. Describe war feeling,
etc.’lm
Few of Hearst’s papers and letters from the late nineteenth century
have been made public, including those for the months before, during, and
after the Spanish-AmericanWar. Nevertheless, the available record suggests
his clear propensity to send, via the telegraph, explicit and detailed instructions to his far-flung representatives. Had Hearst communicated with
Remington by telegraph in January 1897, it is quite likely his messages to the
artist would have contained explicit instructions and suggestions. A pithy
response of the sort he supposedly made to Remington-“You furnish the
pictures, and I‘ll furnish the war”-would have been out of character.

Hearst
Typically
Filled His
Telegrams
with
Instructions

The best contemporaneousrecord of Remington’s assignment in Cuba
is the correspondence of Davis, who wrote extensively about the mission in
letters to his mother, Rebecca Harding Davis, and his family. Davis’s letters
show that he had little regard for the rotund, slow-movingRemington, whom
he called “a large blundering bear.”61But the letters contain no reference to
Remington’shaving wanted to leave Cuba because the artist believed ”there
will be no war.” Rather, Davis in his correspondence offers no fewer than
three other explanationsfor Remington‘s departure after the artist had been
in Cuba just a week. They were:

Remington
Left Because
He Had
Enough
Materialor Was
Asked,
or Was
Frightened

Remington left because he had adequate material for
illustrating Davis’s articles. Davis wrote 15 January 1897 in a
letter to his mother: ”Remingtonhas all the material he needs for
NOT LlKELY SENT: THERF.MrNC7OWHWT “TELEGRAMS”
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sketchesand for illustratingmy stories so he is goinghome. I will
go on further as I have not yet seen much that is interesting.”‘j2
Remington left at Davis’s request. ”I asked him to go as it
left me freer,” Davis wrote elsewhere in the 15January letter. In
a separate letter that day, Davis told his mother: ”I am as relieved
atgettingoldRemington togoasthoughIhadwon$5000.Hewas
a splendid fellow but a perfect kid and had to be humored and
petted all the time.“@
Remington left because he was frightened by the prospect
of crossing Spanish lines to spend time with the Cuban insurgents. “Remington got scared and backed out much to my relief
and I went on and tried to cross the lines,” but without success,
Davis wrote later in January 1897.64
Davis’s correspondence also indicates that Remington’s departure
came soon after they visited Jaruco, where they encountered unpleasant
conditions. ”There we slept off the barnyard,” Davis wrote, ”and cows and
chickens walked all over the floor and fleas all over US.''^ The hardships of
that outing may have contributed to Remington’s decision to cut short his
stay.In all, the assignment was an exacting one for the artist.A friend, writing
years later, said of Remington’s time in Cuba in 1897 ”The heat was terrible,
the transportation bad, and his physical condition poor. He suffered.”%
Whatever prompted Remington’s departure-and it appears that he
was neither reluctant nor disinclined to leavenone of Davis’s letters suggest that the artist wanted to return to the United States on the pretense of
having found “no war” in Cuba. Indeed, Davis wrote that Remington had
become “very bitter over what he saw” during the assignment and intended
”to stir up Washington” upon his return.67Davis also described the artist as
“very excitable and a firebrand“@-hardly an apt or fitting description for
Remington
someonewhosupposedlyhadfound ”everythmgisquiet”inCuba.
certainly seemed the firebrand in writing to the World about a month after
returning from Havana. In the letter, Remington denounced the Spanish
administrationinHavana as “thewoman-killingoutfit down there in Cuba.”69

Exchange
Meant that
Hearst
Tolerated
Remington’s
Insubordination
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If there had been such an exchange, then Remington clearly was
insubordinate: He defied Hearst’s supposed order to ”remain” and instead
returned to New York. Even so, Remington’s work received prominent
display, which suggeststhat if the telegramswere exchanged,Hearst ignored
or overlooked undeniable insubordination by a wayward artist. Perhaps
Hearst believed he had little choice but to use what illustrations Remington
provided. But the variety of Remington’s drawings, the prominence they
received, and Hearst‘s recollections of the Remington-Davis assignment
many years later all suggest that Hearst was scarcely displeased with the
artist or his work.
Remington’s illustrations certainlywere prominently displayed in the
Journal. His sketches of a bedraggled Spanish scouting party, and of proSpanish guerrillas escorting captured rebel sympathizers, dominated the
newspaper’s first news pages Sunday, 24 January 1897.70A headline that
introduced the sketchesreferred to Remington as ”the gifted artist” who had
been assigned to Cuba “especially for the Journal.”71A few days later, the
~OUIWALISM
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Journal devoted its entire second page to a sketch by Remington that depicted
Cuban troops firing at small Spanish fortificationsthat dotted the landscape.
The illustration appeared beneath a headline that read “FredericRemington
Sketches A Familiar Incident of the Cuban War.”R
Inrecollectionswritten years later,Hearst commentedfavorablyabout
the artist’s work for the Journnl. Hearst noted that he had sent Davis and
Remington to Cuba “‘to describe and depict the atrocities which the cruel
Spaniardswere inflicting upon the courageous Cubans, struggling for their
liberties.These correspondents did their work admirably and aroused much
indignation among Americans against ”Butcher” Weyler, the bloodthirsty
Spanish general, but no urge to
Remington, though, was none too pleased with the reproduction
quality of his illustrations from Cuba. ”Daviswill write and I will draw,” he
wrote after returning home in January 1897, “but can’t do much in a Yellow
Kid journal-printing too bad.”74Nevertheless,he appears to have remained
on favorable terms with Hearst. For example, Remington assured his publisher in 1898 that Hearst would not object to the use in a forthcomingbook
of several illustrations that the artist had drawn for the J ~ u r n n l . ~ ~
The preponderance of evidence is that the telegraphic exchange described by Creelman-and repeated many times by journalists and media
historianenever took place. Even so, there may have been an opportunity
for Remington to have communicated with Hearst by telegram, without
Davis’s knowledge.
Davis’s correspondenceindicates that he and Remington parted ways
15Januaryin Matanzas, east of Havana. The artist was escorted to Havana by
an interpreter named
Remington probably spent at least a day there
before obtaining the required exit visa from Spanish authorities,n time
enough to send Hearst a message announcing he was on his way home-and
perhaps justifying his return with the excuse, ”Everything is quiet. . . .There
will be no war.” Remington, under this scenario, may have then boarded the
steamer from Havana without receiving or waiting for Hearst’s reply. Davis,
in Matanzas, would not have immediately known about the telegram.
But such a scenario is implausible, as it fails to explain why Spanish
authorities declined to exploit the purported reply by Hearst. The scenario
also fails to explain why and how Creelman, across the Atlantic, learned of
such an exchange. If his sources were Spanish authorities in Madrid, why
then would they have shared the evidence of a Hearstianfauxpas exclusively
with Creelman, an apologistfor Hearst?Why would they not have publicized
such a prize? Why would they not have shared it with one of the many bitter
newspaper rivals to Hearst and his Journal?
The far more plausible and persuasive explanation is that the purported exchange of telegrams never took place. The more plausible and
persuasive explanationis that Remington, rather than finding ”everythingis
quiet,” grew impatient with a frustrating and physically demanding assignment that had been slow to unfold, and with a fellow correspondent, Davis,
who could barely tolerate the artist‘s presence.

Could the
Telegrams
Have Been
sent,
Nonetheless?

Despite the preponderance of evidence, a few matters remain unresolved,including that of Remington’s silence about the purported exchange.
He appears to have said nothing about it, after Creelman’sbook appeared in
1901 and after the matter became the subject of a brief controversy in 1907.

Lingering
Questions
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So why did Remington not deny the exchange?Perhaps he wanted to
avoid reminders of the assignment to Cuba, on which he said he “saw more
hell. ..than I ever read about.”78The immediate aftermathof the trip proved
controversial and embarrassing, because of Remington’s wildly inaccurate
and imaginative sketch of Spanish authorities conductinga strip-search of a
young Cuban woman aboard an American passenger vessel, the Olivette.The
sketch accompaniedDavis’s report about the search and was published in the
Journalin February 1897,79and quickly exposed as exaggerated.mPerhaps by
keeping a silence, Remington sought to avoid revisiting awkward issues that
surrounded the trip to Cuba?l
Davis, on the other, would not likely have kept silent had he known
about an exchange of telegrams. After all, the trip to Cuba had left Davis
embitteredand disgusted with Hearst.He blamed Hearst for failingto follow
through on plans to infiltrate him and Remington into Cuba. He blamed
Hearst for thwarting his plans to join the Cuban insurgentsby publishing an
erroneous report in mid-January 1897 that said Davis and Remington had
linked up with the rebels. Davis complained about those lapses in a letter to
his mother, writing: “Twice [Hearst]has prevented me from doing what I set
out to do.”82Davis also tried to distance himself from Hearst’s journalism,
telling his mother in another letter: “I am not writing for the Journal, the
Journal is printing what I write.”@
More than four years later, Davis received from Creelmana copy of On
the Great Highway. Davis promptly replied, thanking Creelman and praising
the book as “entertaining” and “full of information.”84But Davis did not
comment or raise questions about the chapter in which Creelman related the
Remington-Hearst exchange.
Why wasn’t Hearst more insistent in denying the purported exchange
of telegrams? Perhaps it was because Creelman’s account was meant not to
be damning but flattering, to illustrate the power and effectiveness of yellow
journalism. Creelmanwas expansive in defenseof the genre, writing in On the
Great Highway:

How little they know of ”yellow journalism” who denounce it! How swift they are to condemn its shrieking headlines, its exaggerated pictures, its coarse buffoonery, its intrusions upon private life, and its occasional inaccuracies! But how
slow they are to see the steadfast guardianship of public Interests which it maintains! How blind to its unfearing warfare
against rascality, its detection and prosecution of crime, its
costly searchings for knowledge throughout the earth, its exposures of humbug, its endless funds for the quick relief of distress!=
The purported Remington-Hearst exchange, moreover, appears not to have
been particularly important or newsworthy at the time: It was cited only
infrequently in reviews%of On the Great Highway. The anecdote about the
telegrams does not appear in obituariesabout Creelman, who died in 1915.87
Indeed, the anecdote seems to have provoked almost no discussion or
controversy until a correspondent for the Times of London mentioned it in a
dispatch from New York in 1907. He wrote: ”Is the Press of the United States
going insane? . . .A letter from William Randolph Hearst is in existence and
was printed in a magazine not long ago. It was to an artist he had sent to Cuba,
and who reported no likelihood of war. ‘You provide the pictures,’ he wrote,
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'I'll provide the war.'"ss
Hearst, indignant about the report, replied in a letter to the Times. He
described as "frankly false" and "ingeniously idiotic" the claim
that there was a letter in existence from Mr. W. R. Hearst
in which Mr. Hearst said to a correspondent in Cuba: 'You

provide the pictures and I will provide the war,' and the
intimation that Mr. Hearst was chiefly responsible for the
Spanish war.
This kind of clotted nonsense could only be generally
circulated and generally believed in England, where newspapers claiming to be conservative and reliable are the most
utterly untrustworthy of any on earth. In apology for these
newspapers it may be said that their untrustworthiness is not
always to intention but more frequently to ignorance and
prej~dice.8~
It does not seem likely that Hearst tacitly permitted the legend of the
telegrams to take hold and grow, as emblematicof his power and influence.
Rather, the record suggests that Hearst rejected any credit for fomenting the
Spanish-AmericanWar and pointedly blamed Spaininstead. "Any informed
and unprejudiced person knows that the one cause of the Spanish war was
Spain, and that from the time of the blowing up of the Maine in Havana
Harbour war was inevitable," he wrote in his letter to the Times of London in
1907.% In a column written in 1940, Hearst asserted that it was the Maine's
destruction that "precipitated the conflict" with Spain?l

This article, in addressing and challenging an enduring anecdote of
yellow journalism, maintains there is little if any evidence that Remington
and Hearst exchanged the telegrams, as Creelman described. Because the
evidence is so persuasive that the purported exchange did not take place, the
anecdote deserves relegation to the closet of historical imprecision-at least
until proven otherwise. Journalists and historians are clearly ill-served by
repeating the anecdote, by presenting a fanciful story as factual.
They likewise are ill-served by presenting the anecdote as illustrative
of some "greater truth" about Hearst's supposed warmongering-that he
was intent on provoking war over Cuba between the United Statesand Spain.
As this article has shown, however, Hearst's Journal at the time of his
supposed exchange with Remington was anticipating the collapse of Spain's
war effort in Cuba, and was not campaigning for U.S. armed intervention.
In taking such an editorial stance, the JournaI relied heavily on Creelman's
reporting from Madrid about Spanish views and opinion. Rather than
reflecting and confirming Hearst's intentions at that time, the purported
telegram to Remington,if sent, would have been contradictoryand incongruous.
By repeating the certainly colorful anecdote about the RemingtonHearst telegrams, journalists and historians risk falling victim to the distorting effects of "the aesthetic fallacy," a condition in which facts and details are
used to construct "a beautiful story"-a story that distorts or supplants
empirical truths?* The Remington-Hearst anecdote is indeed "a beautiful
story," a succinct and delicious tale, one rich in hubris and in swaggering
recklessness. It is, however, a story altogether dubious and misleading. It
NOT~
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suggests power that the press, including Hearst’s Journal, did not possess,
that of propelling the country into a war that it did not want.
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